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Reading Comprehension 

001 다음 빈칸에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.  

Humans are not ruthless primates. But perhaps, to whom, they are. Born from a drop of water until to be a 

being up above all, we humans have slaughtered lots of, truly lots of beings to look after ourselves. However, a 

handful of gunpowder cannot light up the whole forest forever. It is a fragmentary approach if you try to 

understand how the order of nature flows only with following consequences. From ancient times to today, ranks 

have switched, taken their turns, that the present strongest were the past weakest and present preys didn’t pray 

to be not preyed on in the past. No one can say this traits of survival is cruel, rather aggressive self-defense. Even 

if now we are on the way we weigh, one day after today there comes a new ruthless king to take the throne 

above. Only if we strive against inevitable fate which belongs to us, our precarious throne can stay isolated 

slightly more.Therefore,                                                                                                          

① humans have conquered the whole nature consequently, not fragmentarily 

② the evolution system has been getting more ruthless than ever before 

③ the ruthless is a mortal throne in worlds of relativity 

④ aggressive self-defense doesn’t mean the order of Nature 

⑤ chances are that a new ruthless king will take a stance of prey 
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002 다음 빈칸에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.  

                                                                                                . This is why your lovely cat sleeps besides you at night time. 

God created things for what they should be, that water flows down the valley and sun rises after dawn. If there is 

nothing wrong, all the pre-made keeps up with the mainstream. But what if something different tries to counter 

against this predictableness? Will it be wrong? Does it bring about wrath of God? No, of course not, nothing changes. 

Rather, this is another kind of predictableness it should be. Water can’t flow down in winter because it freezes. The 

surrounding environment always changes under various conditions, hence if something goes as predicted, it means 

that it proceeds along its way without going backward, no matter where to go. At this point, there is no retrogression : 

Everything goes forward. Therefore, in a strict sense, the pre-made is not beings that do act upon themselves. God 

just sculpted ‘the willingness’ in advance. 

① Given circumstances can take precedence over nature 

② The all-mighty creator carved pre-made precisely 

③ External retrogression comes after interior instinct 

④ Predictableness is meaningless unless it is useful 

⑤ Willingness is key to counter to retrogression
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